The cloud-native data catalog
for all your people
data.world makes it easy for everyone—not just the “data
people”—to get clear, accurate, fast answers to any business
question. Our cloud-native enterprise data catalog collects,
connects, and aligns data and metadata, creating a unified
body of knowledge anyone can find, understand, and use.

“By 2021, organizations that offer a curated
catalog of internal and external data to
diverse users will realize twice the business
value from their data and analytics
investments than those that do not.”

Most catalogs focus strictly on metadata management.
We do that too, but we believe a catalog should be so much
more. data.world also delivers powerful data management
capabilities including virtualized access, cross-platform
federated query, self-service analytics, and collaboration
to empower your entire workforce with high-quality data.

Gartner “Augmented Data Catalogs: Now an
Enterprise Must-Have for Data and Analytics Leaders,”
Ehtisham Zaidi, Guido De Simoni, September 2019

KEY CAPABILITIES
•

Cloud-native SaaS - Fast deployment. Frequent
improvements. Scale to thousands of users.

•

Clean, intuitive UX - A powerful enterprise platform
that acts like a consumer-grade application.

•

Metadata management - Catalog and understand
the meaning of all your data and metadata.

•

Data virtualization - Connect to any source without
copying and moving your data.

•

Agile governance - Keep track of all data, metadata,
and glossary terms. Request access to critical datasets.

•

Cross-platform query - Dig deeper into your data by
federating queries across multiple sources and file types.

Powerful search, browse, & query UI
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Make agile governance easy
Start quickly, and scale your team and projects as business needs
demand. Our UX features Google-like search, Facebook-like
collaboration and discovery, and Amazon-like data fulfillment
and governance.
•

Tag and classify assets manually or automatically,
and certify them for use via approval workflows

•

Create and apply business descriptions and technical
definitions so everyone understands data in the same way

•

Collaborate in real-time with teammates and subject
matter experts

Discover the power
of data you already have
Inventory, curate, and govern all your data and metadata.
Eliminate duplicative, siloed work and assets with a common
platform for everyone to contribute value.
•

Track team activity and trends, and find relevant content via
an active newsfeed

•

See the lineage of views, queries, additions, edits, and more

•

Continuously map relationships between data
assets through a unique, automatically-generated
knowledge graph

Reduce your risk
With hefty million-dollar-plus fines for non-compliance, you
can’t afford to wait on lengthy, costly software installs, upgrades,
and patches. Our SaaS data catalog is quick to set up and easy to
use so you can inventory and understand all data assets and act
on a clear, informed data strategy.

Resources
Try data.world for free - https://www.data.world
See how to deploy in minutes - https://data.world/resources/webinars/
Learn how data catalogs help in CCPA and GDPR compliance - https://data.world/resources/reports-and-tools/
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